Dredging
An industry leader, our highly experienced Dredging division provides turnkey services throughout North America.
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Weeks Advantages

- Ability to self-perform regardless of project size or scope
- Unrivaled inventory of strategically positioned pipeline
- Turnkey capacity
- Modern, well-maintained and diverse fleet
- Ability to tailor equipment based on regional needs
Dredging

The Weeks Dredging division is a respected marine contractor that owns, operates and maintains a diverse and extensive fleet of dredging and support equipment. We serve customers that require dredging for navigation and restoration, in turn maintaining the waterways that transport goods and fortifying our infrastructure and coastlines. Weeks provides a cohesive dredging services lifecycle. We specialize in both capital and maintenance dredging for deep or shallow draft navigation, as well as coastal restoration and protection. The division employs a talented and motivated workforce that includes managers, engineers, technicians and support personnel — all with experience and qualifications that are second to none. Our primary objective is to deliver exceptional customer service in the spirit of partnership, while upholding the highest levels of safety, environmental sensitivity and operational efficiency.

Carolina Beach, NC
Our diversified fleet enables us to manage a wide range of conditions and challenges.
Capital Dredging

Weeks has vast experience in capital dredging, specifically the deepening and widening of existing waterways, as well as the removal of land to build new ship terminals. These measures are imperative to facilitate the movement of massive ships used for national and international trade. Our diversified fleet of dredges gives us the capability to undertake multiple projects at once, each with its own complexities and challenges. Weeks can handle a range of material types, including rock, cemented sediments, clay, sand and silt, and we understand the associated regional challenges. Our dredging equipment is tailored to address this diversity, and our performance expertise spans the East and Gulf Coast regions. Our Dredging division frequently works in concert with our Construction and Marine Services divisions to achieve synergies in the design and execution of projects.

Freeport LNG Dock 2 Expansion, TX
Our ability to respond quickly and across multiple projects makes Weeks an essential partner.
Maintenance Dredging

Weeks excels at the maintenance of navigational channels through the periodic removal of accumulated shoal material. We work in both deep draft and shallow channels in support of barge transportation systems. Our team works quickly and efficiently to sustain vital waterways, thereby strengthening the trade of goods on a global scale. Our substantial fleet allows us to respond to multiple locations and projects at once, translating to productivity, efficiency and on-time performance. Weeks provides maintenance dredging in the East and Gulf Coast regions and can take on related land-based projects, including marsh and beach creation, as well as offshore placement of materials.

Mississippi River, South West Pass, LA
We develop long-term resiliency solutions that are vital to maintaining coastal ecosystems.
Coastal Restoration

The majority of our coastal restoration work is in Louisiana, where we have rebuilt marshes, islands and beaches that had been degraded or destroyed. We are experts in coastal resiliency and can deliver a wide range of efficient solutions. With decades of experience in restoration services, Weeks can provide key insights to our clients and design engineers, helping to guide the process and maximize the success of their project. We place great value on the spirit of partnership.

Before and after, Whiskey Island, LA
We work with government agencies and private clients to create strong and healthy coastal barriers.
Coastal Protection

Weeks has long played an important role in protecting and strengthening America’s coastal zones. Our deep understanding of how to feed and support a system of beaches through the reintroduction of sand is integral to this practice. One of our key projects has been the reinforcement of Port Fourchon, one of the nation’s main coastal energy hubs. We have also developed tourist destinations for states and townships that generate income and enhance the environment.

In addition, given our diverse and sizable fleet of equipment, we can mobilize to support navigational or coastal emergencies, including floods and hurricanes. From crisis situations to recreational opportunities, Weeks is familiar with the range of scenarios involving coastal protection.

*BE Lindholm and RN Weeks Dredges*  
Palm Beach, FL
Dredging Equipment

Dredges

Trailing Suction Hopper Dredges:

W450, *RN Weeks*, 4,000cy TSHD, 294’ X 54’ X 22’, 9,962 Thp

W456, *BE Lindholm*, 4,000cy TSHD, 296.2’ X 55’ X 24.5’, 13,527 Thp

W475, *Magdalen*, 8,500cy TSHD, 363.2’ X 79.5’ X 27.3’, 14,003 Thp

Mechanical Dredges:

W2201, *JC Deville*, 8cy Bucket Dredge, 160’ X 50’ X 8’

W551, 26cy Bucket Dredge, 155.1’ X 60.1’ X 11’

W506, 30cy Bucket Dredge, 158.5’ X 60’ X 11.5’

W262, 8cy Bucket Dredge, 160’ X 50’ X 7.6’
Diversity, volume and performance describe the impressive fleet of equipment that is owned and maintained by Weeks in support of the Dredging division. Below is a sampling of key Dredging and support equipment. Please contact Weeks for the most up to date equipment specifications.

**Cutter Suction Dredges:**

- **W308, RS Weeks**, 30" CSD, 280' X 65' X 17.5', 17,619 Thp
- **W300, EW Ellefsen**, 30" CSD, 206.4' X 62' X 12.5', 17,400 Thp
- **BTD110, GD Morgan**, 30" CSD, 186' X 48' X 13', 12,427 Thp
- **BTD100, Capt. Frank**, 30" CSD, 186' X 48' X 13', 10,722 Thp
- **W302, Venture**, 30" CSD, 160' X 41' X 10', 9,680 Thp
- **W310 Borinquen**, 24" CSD, 156' X 42.5' X 9.75', 3,525 Thp

**Mechanical Dredges:**

- **W315, CR McCaskill**, 30" CSD, 230' X 62' X 14', 17,400 Thp
- **W302, Venture**, 30" CSD, 160' X 41' X 10', 9,680 Thp
**Dredging Equipment**

**Specialty Equipment**

- **W3301**, 30" Booster, 145.9' X 54' X 11', 7,266 Thp
- **W3302**, 30" Booster, 159.4' X 54' X 12', 9,400 Thp
- **W320**, 30" Unloader/Booster, 172.8' X 54' X 12', 10,720 Thp
- **W268**, 30" Booster, 168' X 54' X 12.5', 4,000 Thp
- **BT773**, Water Injection Dredge, 120' X 32' X 8'
- (2) 30" Booster
- (2) 30" Portable Electric 4,000 hp Boosters
- (2) 30" Spider Barges
- (4) Walking Spud Idler Barges
Support Equipment

(14) Tender Boats

(8) Floating Cranes

(3) Spill/Drain Barges

(14) Anchor Barges

(13) Survey Vessels

(7) Split Hull Dump Scow Barges, Capacity ranging from 4,000 - 6,600 cy

(15) Marsh Buggy Excavators

(4) Hopper Barges, 7,800 cy
Weeks has a century of experience in the maritime contracting industry.

**Mission**

Throughout our long history, Weeks has remained steadfast in our goal to be the premier choice for clients. We accomplish this by consistently delivering efficient and high-quality construction and equipment solutions, supporting our employees, and continuously bolstering our internal resources. We grow our company responsibly based on the values and integrity that Weeks Marine was founded upon a century ago.

**Legacy**

Founded by father and son, Francis H. and Richard B. Weeks, in 1919 as the Weeks Stevedoring Company, our business began with two floating cranes in the Port of New York that handled bunker coal and dry ballast. Over the years, we expanded our services and regional expertise through a number of measures, including growing our equipment fleet, increasing our workforce and making key acquisitions. Always striving for excellence, we have a solid reputation as a marine contractor that regularly goes above and beyond industry standards.
Partnership, teamwork and safety are at the core of our business.

Leadership

Our family tradition of leadership continues with our current executive team: Rich Weeks, President; Dick Weeks, Chairman of the Board; and Eric Ellefsen, Executive Vice President. All three leaders have built their careers in the marine contracting industry and are committed to upholding the Weeks culture of partnership, teamwork and safety.

Safety

Weeks is committed to an Incident and Injury-Free® (IIF) workplace. IIF is not a goal, not a number, not a result. It is a mindset and a value, and we work diligently to promote it among our staff. The IIF initiative is meant to provide an environment that continually encourages each employee to work in full compliance with safety regulations and to uphold the highest level of safety awareness. Making it personal and relevant impacts our choices and actions, so that we go home incident and injury-free every day.
We pride ourselves on consistently going above and beyond industry standards.
Weeks Marine, Inc.

Headquarters
4 Commerce Drive
Cranford, NJ 07016
Phone: (908) 272-4010
Fax: (908) 272-4740
www.weeksmarine.com

Covington Office
Inwoods Business Park
304 Gaille Drive
Covington, LA 70433
Phone: (985) 875-2500
Fax: (985) 875-2572

Houston Office
11011 Richmond Avenue
Suite 650
Houston, TX 77042
Phone: (713) 623-2006
Fax: (713) 623-2903

Healy Tibbitts Builders, Inc.

Headquarters
99-994 Iwaena Street
Suite A
Aiea, HI 96701
Phone: (808) 487-3664
Fax: (808) 487-3660

McNally International, Inc.

Headquarters
1855 Barton Street East
Hamilton, ON L8H 2Y7
Canada
Phone: (905) 549-6561
Fax: (905) 549-3548

Halifax Office
M-100 Iisley Avenue
Dartmouth, NS B3B 1L3
Canada
Phone: (902) 481-8280

Westlake Office
Westpoint Corporate Center
800 Westpoint Parkway,
Suite 1130, Westlake, OH 44145
Phone: (440) 835-0053

For New Business Inquiries please contact:

Construction
Phone: (908) 956-6711
Fax: (908) 272-8957
construction@weeksmarine.com

Dredging
Phone: (908) 956-6714
Fax: (985) 875-2570
dredging@weeksmarine.com

Marine Services
Phone: (908) 956-6712
Fax: (908) 956-6992
marineservices@weeksmarine.com

Tunneling
Phone: (905) 549-6561
Fax: (905) 549-3548
info@mcnallycorp.com
The spirit of partnership is central to our way of doing business.